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Introduction
SUZANNE OAKDALE
University of New Mexico
soakdale@unm.edu

This issue of Tipití, with its focus on life histories, autobiographical
narratives, and diaries, is part of a growing trend in lowland South
American ethnography to engage more directly with what have been called
“personal documents.”1  For a variety of reasons (see Saez 2007), this type
of material has not had a central presence in publications about lowland
South America, especially in comparison to the ethnography of other areas,
such as Native North America.  Research on dreams (Guss 1980; Kracke
1981, 1988; Basso 1992; Santos-Granero 2003), ritual and performance
(Graham 1995; Bacigalupo 2001; Oakdale 2005), and history (Ramos 1988;
Gow 1991; Basso 1995; Taylor 2007) that draw increasingly on personal
documents, may signal a shift.  There are also an increasing number of life
histories published about lowland men and women, including those by
Watson and Watson-Franke (1982, 1985), Muratorio (1991), Hendricks
(1993), and Rubenstein (2002).  Building upon these previous works, the
essays in this issue are, I believe, indicative of the growing realization that
such materials offer a rich and distinctive new perspective on the nature of
cultural and social life in lowland Amazonia.
The first three essays, focusing specifically on elicited narratives (life
histories and diary entries), give a sense for how, over the past century,
people in the lowlands have been simultaneously engaged in relationships
at several levels of expansiveness.  These relationships vary from the very
local levels of households and local groups, to the more encompassing
and abstract levels of regional, national, transnational, and cosmological
linkages.   These essays offer insight into how individual people
retrospectively integrate or simply hold in their consciousness their own
(or others’) movements through these disparate social spheres.  Lowland
archaeology (Heckenberger 2002; Hornborg 2005) has made it clear that
wide ranging social networks have been an important part of many people’s
lives in the lowlands for a very long time, despite the fact that villagecentered ethnographies often fail to fully capture them.   Life histories
and other personal documents do not, of course, map these networks as
such.  Rather, they give a subjective sense of how wide-ranging networks
covering vast geographical and social distances are experienced, as well as
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how they are partially entered into and how they become meaningfully
integrated with (or work in opposition to), other local-level relationships.  
Although many social science and national discourses emphasize ethnic
and/or racial boundaries, as well as the boundaries of local groups, in the
lowlands, personal documents, such as the ones presented here, describe
complex affiliations, porous boundaries, and hybrid identities (see also
Brooks 2008:262).   
Hanne Veber’s essay focuses on segments of a life history that she
recorded with Miguel Camaiteri, a Pajonal Ashéninka leader in Peru.  With
the help of biographic material, Veber presents a portrait of an indigenous
leader who has courageously entered into an array of institutions, such as the
Peruvian military, government agencies, regional indigenous organizations,
the film crew for Fitzcarraldo, as well as the Ashéninka political process.  
Veber describes how Miguel incorporates techniques, knowledge, and
styles of leadership from each of these domains to become a new type of
regional leader in the Pajonal.   She also calls attention to the potential
political significance of life histories for the leaders of politically marginal
groups.  Bearing this kind of potential in mind, even the act of narrating
a life history can be understood as a part of a process of navigating everexpanding social networks.
William Crocker’s essay explores a corpus of diary entries from his
extensive four-decade-long diary research project among the Canela in
central Brazil.  Diary entries are not retrospective to the same degree that
life histories are.   Crocker explains, for example, how he designed the
Canela diary project so that each diarist could produce written or taperecorded entries either daily or monthly.  Over the course of decades of
involvement in the program, the perspectives of the diarists are continually
changing as the diarists move through different social positions and phases
of life.  The subject matter of the Canela diarists also varies from reports
of their own experiences to recounting of daily events.  Crocker focuses on
several diarists’ opinions regarding a killing committed by a young Canela
man in 2006 in the surrounding settler community.  The comments made
by the diarists about this man reveal some of the ties connecting the Canela
to the wider regional society, such as trade relations and the presence of
drugs and alcohol, in addition to family and village dynamics.  Reading
the very different ways each of the nine diarists talk about the young man’s
motivations also gives a sense of how, at one moment, and with respect
to the same issue, these social relations are important in different ways
for different people.   Some, for example, comment that the killing was
committed because of a regional problem with alcohol and drugs, while
others focus on village and municipal leaders, singling them out for their
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lack of guidance.  Still others fault the man’s parents and family members.  
While in Veber’s essay we see one person moving through expansive
and contractive networks over a span of time, Crocker’s material offers a
range of subjective perspectives on a single event and shows how, for each
diarist, different levels of local and regional social relations are more or less
salient.   
Crocker also presents a valuable personal history of his Canela diary
project.  The picture of the project that emerges is one in which all involved
have routinely entered into expansive social relations that transcend usual
community boundaries.   Rather than stressing the political potential of
the diaries, as Weber does with Miguel’s life history, Crocker focuses on
the emotional effect of the diaries.   He explains how the arrival of the
taped diary entries to his museum office brought him a sense of almost
quotidian conviviality with Canela men and women who were far away
from him in both space and in lifestyle.  The comments Crocker includes
from diarists regarding their own participation in the program suggest that
they, too, have experienced a remarkable sense of connection with Crocker
over the years.  The essay concludes with an invitation for younger scholars
to make use of this archive (a total of 2,000 hours of tape and 150,000
written pages)—truly a collection of a lifetime.  In keeping with lowland
sensibilities, this is an offer that wonderfully transcends the more usual
boundaries in academia.       
My own contribution focuses on excerpts from two senior Kayabi
men’s life histories elicited in the 1990s and analyzed in terms of the
symbolic importance of “alterity” (see Viveiros de Castro 1998, 2001).  
In these excerpts, narrators describe themselves as becoming Kayabi or
reconnecting with Kayabi relatives through a process of becoming separated
from a previous life with either spirits or  with the “white” society of the
Brazilian frontier.  As such, the narratives provide subjective and historical
accounts of a pattern that many scholars have noted concerning indigenous
Amazonia, that of kinship being wrested from a background of alterity.  
However, these narratives also show that this process can repeat itself over
the course of a lifetime: these two narrators describe themselves as moving
into and out of different communities of people and beings in the frontier
and cosmos.  In their discussion of this movement between communities,
both men give a central role to, and emphasize the emotional salience
of, treatments to the surface of their bodies.  In this way, the expansive,
heterogeneous social networks characteristic of the twentieth-century
Brazilian interior are perceived from the vantage point of a few of the
particular, culturally specific, embodied subjectivities that made such
networks possible.        
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The final essay by Pierre Déléage focuses on an indigenous genre of
first-person narrative song and the context of its performance.   These
songs, called Caqui Caqui, are sung in Yaminahua village homes along the
Peruvian banks of the Purus River.   Caqui Caqui, Déléage explains, are
currently sung when the singer is overcome by feelings of nostalgia, that is,
by memories of an event or person both distant in time and space.  Déléage
explores the inherent contradiction that these completely formulaic,
inherited songs can be understood to be autobiographical.  He argues that
the key lies in looking not only at the content of the songs, but at how the
content relates to the context in which they are sung, a juncture that is also
key for understanding their emotional impact.  Déléage also discusses the
fact that before singers can sing these songs publicly, they must embody the
ideal of personal comportment that the songs describe. Déléage views this
as evidence that this narrative form is oriented as much toward bringing
a future into being as it is to narrating the past.  Many indigenous genres
of first-person narrative in the lowlands seem, in fact, to be oriented more
toward facilitating identity shift than focused on documenting distinctive
past experiences (Urban 1989; Basso 1992; Graham 1995; Oakdale 2002,
2005; Course n.d.).  In many lowland autobiographical genres, song is a
crucial part of this process.  Déléage’s discussion offers a perspective on the
ways that a narrative genre can work to give people a relationship with the
lives and experiences of their ancestors and can, at the same time, enable
the establishment of certain kinds of identities in the present.  
Overall, lowland Amazonian men and women emerge in these essays
as persons who move through a wide range of relationships with other
people distant and near, past and present, even as they continue to live
their lives in so-called “face-to-face” communities.   People and groups
appear in these accounts as permeable, relational, transformable, and
dialogic.  These findings resonate with the observations of so many other
ethnographers.  The various forms of personal documentation collected
in this issue—including life histories, diaries, indigenous genres of
autobiographical narrative and song—do more than simply describe the
permeable boundaries and wide-ranging connections of social, political,
religious, and ecological life in lowland Amazonia.  What is also revealed
is that these types of narrative forms are themselves an important means
through which boundaries are overcome and connections are created.
NOTES
1. “Personal documents” refers to “any expressive production of the individual
that can be used to throw light on his view of himself, his life situation, or the
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state of the world as he understands it, at some point in time or over the passage
of time”  (Watson and Watson-Franke 1985:2).
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